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We are proud to be one of the leading IT and software service companies to emerge from the 
Asian continent. We deliver innovative technical solutions that resolve the complex issues of 
our clients’ business goals; catering development services that best suit the needs of our clients. 
We deliver the complete service that goes above and beyond the expectations of our clients.

WE ARE
BRAIN STATION

INDUSTRY 4.0
TECHNOLOGIES

TRUSTED 
TECH PARTNER

16+ YEARS
AND COUNTING

AWARDS & 
RECOGNITIONS

 � BASIS National ICT Award 2018

 � 2019 NPO Award in the ICT Category

 � The Daily Star ICT Award 2017

 � BASIS Best Outsourcing 
Organization Award 2013, 2014, 
2015,2017,2018,2019,2020 & 2021

 � HSBC Exporter of the Year 2013

STANDARDIZATION 
CERTIFICATES

ISO 9001:2015
(Quality managment system 
certification)

ISO 27001: 2013
(International standard for information 
security managment system)

Brain Station / About Us
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We recruit and nurture the top talents in the industry, developing the skills and technical 
knowledge on how to cater our digital services around the world.

AEM experts

Ecommerce 
experts

AI/ML 
experts

SQA BI Solution 
experts

AR/VR 
experts

Blockchain 
experts

Consultants

Business 
analysts

ArchitectsDevelopers

Project
managers

650+ 
PROFESSIONALS

INDUSTRIES WE WORK WITH
Over the years we have served in many different industry vertical. As a result we are now the 
home of developers, engineers, designers, and analysts who specialize in various industries.

CERTIFIED RESOURCES

CERTIFIED RESOURCES
Microsoft

CERTIFIED RESOURCES

CERTIFIED RESOURCESCERTIFIED RESOURCES

CERTIFIED RESOURCES

CERTIFIED RESOURCES

nopCommerce

CERTIFIED RESOURCES

Fintech Real estateTelecom AutomotiveE-commerce RetailHealthcare

StartupRMG Non 
profit

Education Service 
platforms

Software 
company

Government

Brain Station / About Us
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OUR KEY CLIENTS
Global & Regional

 अ Fintech

 अ Automotive

 अ Healthcare

 अ Education

 अ Startup

 अ Telecom

 अ Software 
company

 अ Ecommerce

 अ Service 
platforms

 अ Special 
mention

2000+ 
Projects delivered

1500+ 
Clients served

25+ 
Countries reached

Brain Station / Our Key Clients
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COUNTRIES We Serve

OUR GLOBAL FAMILY
Worldwide Partnerships

 अ USA
 अ Canada
 अ Trinidad & Tobago
 अ Australia
 अ New Zealand

 अ UK
 अ Denmark
 अ Germany
 अ Switzarland
 अ Netherlands

 अ Norway
 अ Spain
 अ Sweden
 अ Italy
 अ South Africa

 अ Russia
 अ Armenia
 अ Saudi Arabia
 अ Turkey
 अ Malaysia

 अ Egypt
 अ Iran
 अ Japan
 अ UAE
 अ Bangladesh

BRAIN STATION 51
GERMANY

GTURE 
NORWAY

BRAIN STATION 25
UAE

ACCELERANCE 
USA

BRAIN STATION
AUSTRALIA

PARTNERS 
IN OTHER COUNTRIES SWITZERLAND

NETHERLANDSSWEDEN

MALAYSIA

SOUTH AFRICA

JAPAN

Serving Yet to serve

Brain Station / Our Global Family
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TECHNOLOGIES
We Work with

Java
 अ Spring
 अ Spring Batch
 अ Jasper report
 अ Apache tile
 अ Velocity template
 अ AOP
 अ Ehcache
 अ Apache POI
 अ Hibernate
 अ Maven
 अ Axis 2
 अ JSTL
 अ JMS
 अ Struts

JavaScript
 अ MVC/MVVM framework
 अ Angular.js
 अ Node.js
 अ Jade
 अ Express.js 
 अ jQuery
 अ React
 अ Vue.js

MEAN Stack
 अ Node.js 
 अ Express js
 अ Angular
 अ Jade
 अ React

Adobe
 अ AEM
 अ Analytics
 अ Campaign

PHP
 अ Laravel
 अ CodeIgniter
 अ CakePHP
 अ Symphony
 अ Wordpress
 अ Magento

Cloud
 अ AWS
 अ Azure
 अ Google
 अ Digital Ocean 

Microsoft
 अ .Net core 
 अ Entity framework (EF) 
 अ Windows communication
 अ Windows application 
 अ Development 
 अ Windows service
 अ SharePoint (online/on-prem)
 अ SignalR
 अ C#
 अ SSIS (Data wirehouse)
 अ ASP.net web form
 अ Foundation (WCF)
 अ Windows form application
 अ ASP.net web API/MVC 4

Mobile
 अ iOS – iPhone/iPad (native) 
 अ Android
 अ Appcelerator Titanium
 अ Phonegap
 अ Xamarin
 अ Unity 3D
 अ Ionic

BI, ML, AI
 अ Microsoft Power BI
 अ Hadoop
 अ Oracle BI
 अ Python Pandas & Scikit
 अ ML studio
 अ Go Lang 

Python
 अ Django

AR & VR
 अ Vuforia
 अ Unity 3D
 अ Unreal Engine 
 अ AR Core
 अ AR Kit
 अ OpenVR
 अ Maxst
 अ DeepAI

Database
 अ SQL server
 अ PostgreSQL
 अ MongoDB
 अ MySQL
 अ RavenDB
 अ Oracle
 अ Tomcat
 अ Jetty

TRENDING IN
INDUSTRIES 4.0

LANGUAGES

 अ Java
 अ Python
 अ Go Lang

TECHNOLOGY 4.0
 अ AI/ML
 अ AR/VR
 अ IoT
 अ Unity

 अ Data science & BI
 अ Blockchain
 अ Cloud

Brain Station / Technologies



Fintech 
solution

Biotech 
solution

Elearning 
solution

Industry 4.0 
solutions

Dedicated 
team

Resource 
augmentation

Cloud and cyber 
security

Enterprise CMS 
solutions

SharePoint 
solution

Ecommerce 
solution

ERP 
solution

App development 
(web+mobile)

OUR SERVICES
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OFFERED SERVICES

KEY CLIENTS

HELPING THE FINTECH INDUSTRY TO 
REINVENT & RESHAPE THE FUTURE OF 
FINANCIAL SERVICES WITH TAILORED 
SOLUTIONS.

FINTECH SOLUTION

Custom software & application 
development 

Automation for banks and 
financial organizations

Cloud and cyber 
security

SharePoint solutions

Industry 4.0 solutions 
(i.e. AI chatbot, BI, Blockchain)

Internet banking 
(retail, corporate)

Blockchain solutions

89%
Transaction growth for our 

clients who adopted our 
digital banking solution

50%
Of the regional banks are 

using our corporate, retail and 
internet banking solutions

5 
Global startups developed 

their unique mobile finance 
apps with us
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Industry 4.0 solutions 
(i.e. AI chatbot, BI, Blockchain)

PROVIDING CUSTOM HEALTHCARE AND 
PHARMA APP & SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 
BY CERTIFIED EXPERTS.

OFFERED SERVICES

Custom application 
development (web+ mobile)

ERP solution Enterprise CMS for 
pharmaceuticals

Ecommerce solutions

Cloud solutions BI, ML/AI solutions

KEY CLIENTS

Lazz Pharma Limited

BIOTECH SOLUTION

100+
Expert resource pool

10+
Years of experience

5+
Pharma MNCs served
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KEY CLIENTS

E-COMMERCE SOLUTION

:)چشم

1000+
Clients served worldwide

70%
Of our clients saw at least 

30% business growth after 
adopting ecommerce solution

10
Top local brands are 

with us

OFFERED SERVICES

Custom ecommerce site & 
mobile app development 

(with NopCommerce, Magento, 
Shopify etc.)

Cloud hosting 
(AWS, Azure, Google Cloud etc.)

Integrations for automations 
(ERP, Cloud, BI etc.) 

Maintenance & support
 (for ecommerce site & mobile 

app)

HELPING BUSINESSES WITH ONE STOP 
ECOMMERCE SOLUTIONS FOR THEIR 
ONLINE STORES & MARKETPLACE.
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OFFERED SERVICES

Moodle LMS development

Custom themes & plug-ins 
development

Third-party software 
integration

Training & consulting

LMS hosting services Themes & plug-ins integration

KEY CLIENTS

E-LEARNING SOLUTION

BUILD THE ONLINE LEARNING PLATFORM 
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION THE WAY YOU 
IMAGINED WITH OUR MOODLE POWERED 
LMS SERVICES.

10+
Team dedicated to Moodle 

services

5+
Collaboration done with 

renowned institutions

3+ 
Themes & Plug-Ins 

available with custom 
development
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KEY CLIENTS

ERP SOLUTION

R

89%
Of our clients experienced 

improved collaboration and 
workflows

33%
Of our clients ensured 

increased productivity in their 
business

20+
Satisfied clients 

worldwide

OFFERED SERVICES

Customization, implementation, 
migration & upgradation

Cloud integration 
(AWS, Google Cloud, Azure etc.)

Maintenance & support Customized ERP mobile app

HELPING TO UNLEASH YOUR BUSINESS 
GROWTH POTENTIAL WITH TAILORED 
ERP SOLUTIONS.
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OFFERED SERVICES

Bespoke app development 
(web & mobile)

Platform-specific app 
development 

(PHP, .NET, Android, iOS etc.)

Progressive web app 
development

Cross-platform app development 
(Ionic, Unity, Flutter, React-Native  

etc.)

Industry-specific mobile app 
development 

(telco, e-commerce, etc)

KEY CLIENTS

APP DEVELOPMENT (WEB+MOBILE)

100+
Unique & custom web and 

mobile apps developed

20+
Million app downloads 

in app stores

10+
Industries served

worldwide

HELPING TO DELIVER AN EXQUISITE 
EXPERIENCE WITH OUR POWERFUL 
WEB AND MOBILE APPS.
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KEY CLIENTS

CLOUD AND CYBER SECURITY

50+
Expert cloud 

resource pool

50+
Clients served 

worldwide

4+ 
Prominent cloud

platform partnership

HELPING BUSINESSES OF ALL SIZES REDUCE 
THEIR OPERATIONAL COSTS BY PROVIDING 
FULL TIME CLOUD PROFESSIONALS.

OFFERED SERVICES

DevOps 
(AWS, Azure, Google)

Enterprise business
solutions 

Security audit and forensic 
analysis

Migration and managed 
services 

(AWS, Azure, Google)

Consultancy
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130+
Engineers pool

17+ 
Years in the field

5+ 
Collaboration done

with giant MNCs

LEVERAGING ENTERPRISE CONTENT 
MANAGEMENT PLATFORMS LIKE AEM & 
SITECORE TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS.

OFFERED SERVICES

AEM & Sitecore 
development

AEM & Sitecore 
information architecture

AEM & Sitecore 
managed services

AEM & Sitecore 
migration & update

AEM & Sitecore 
solution design

AEM & Sitecore 
DevOps

KEY CLIENTS

ENTERPRISE CMS SOLUTIONS
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KEY CLIENTS

SHAREPOINT SOLUTION

25+
Talented pool of SharePoint 

professionals

15+
Years of consulting and 

development experience

10+ 
Enterprise level clients

served all over the world

OFFERED SERVICES

Custom application 
development 

Consultation & training SharePoint BI
integration & reporting

24/7 
Advisory support

Customization &
enhancement

Migration and 
upgrades 

HELPING TO DRIVE BUSINESS 
EFFICIENCY AND COLLABORATION 
WITH SHAREPOINT SOLUTIONS.
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KEY CLIENTS

INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS

100%
Data security, transparency & 

visualization

100+
Expert engineers

50+
Clients served

since 2015

OFFERED SERVICES

Custom application 
development for 

ML/AI, IoT, AR/VR etc

Dedicated team

Consulting DevOps solutions

HELPING WITH INDUSTRY 4.0 SOLUTIONS 
TO ACCELERATE YOUR DIGITALIZATION 
JOURNEY.
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ASSISTING WITH A DEDICATED 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TEAM OR 
INDIVIDUAL RESOURCES TO MEET YOUR 
UNIQUE NEEDS.

550+
Engineers pool

100+
Collaboration done

15+ 
Years & continuing

KEY CLIENTS

GeologiQ

OFFERED SERVICES

Custom application 
development

Customization & 
enhancement

SharePoint BI 
integration & reporting

Consultation & 
training

24/7
Advisory support

Migration &
upgrades

DEDICATED TEAM



CASE STUDIES
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GEO, AGRO & ENERGY

ACI Limited is one of the largest conglomerates of Bangladesh- operating in 
pharmaceuticals, consumer goods, and agro business. The project we worked with ACI  
is intended to leverage geo-data to gather, target and propagate relevant information to 
farmers when they need it, in a viable way. 
 
We have developed a decision support system (IDSS) through software integrating field 
data, satellite and weather data and market information, and translate into actionable 
localized crop specific advice and guidance for farmers to improve the profitability of 
their farming operations.
 
By leveraging geo-data, the Fosholi app is able to guide small farmers to utilize their 
harvest effectively. Not only that, now crucial information such as what crops to plant and 
harvest and weather conditions and market prices are all accessible to local farmers from 
any device

Synspective Inc. is a Japanese satellite service provider. They provide solution services 
with satellite data, and development and operation of small SAR satellites. The 
collaboration with Synspective was initiated through our partners from Japan.
 
We have assigned a team of 4 developers to create the software side of the flood analysis 
satellite service. Our team has created the IoT based software in around 6 months, that 
shows how much of the property and assets have been affected or damaged by any 
flooding of the premises.
 
As many areas in Japan are prone to flooding, damaging agricultural and fragile goods- 
the flood damage analysis satellite services have given the opportunity to businesses to 
assess and protect their goods. As a result, now these businesses are able to proactively 
take measures against flooding in their areas.

Unipet is a petroleum company established in 1997 from Trinidad and Tobago. It began 
trading transportation fuels in the year 2000 and is now engaged in the marketing and 
wholesaling of liquid petroleum fuels. The company required a solution of high scalability 
- both horizontal and vertical, to cater their various services.  

We are implementing a custom development solution called Convenience Pay (CPay) 
using Microsoft Azure cloud  for Unipet. The CPay has been designed to automate the 
payment of their microservices, and is  easy to scale up and scale out automatically. We are 
also providing consultancy services to help Unipet take full advantage of the automated 
CPay system.

There are over 24 gas stations of Unipet all over Trinidad and Tobago, along with their 
GStore, Unipet’s retail goods chain. With CPay, Unipet automates the payment option 
for gas, petroleum, and goods from GStore- which is a big help for fleet management and 
transportation businesses. Now these service providers can directly transact with Unipet, 
with the ability to exchange goods of equal value through the app as well. 

#AI#ML

#IoT

#Microsoft Azure
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STARTUPS

Rehive is a platform and toolkit for building fintech apps. We were tasked with building 
a toolkit for the startup so they can easily implement fintech solutions according to their 
customer needs- with the latest fintech integrations like eKYC, blockchain, digital wallet, 
and so forth for the frontend part.
 
A platform to build a fintech solution the fastest and easiest way possible. As a result 
Rehive can deliver hassle-free fintech solution experience to their customers with little 
development time and cost effectiveness.
 
With the Rehive application the company can create, manage, and scale fintech applications 
as per requirements. Now many third-party financial institutions have created and 
launched their fintech application in record time by using the Rehive platform.

Meed is the world’s first digital banking club, where membership gets you access to state-
of-the-art mobile banking from the USA. This project started with a sole Node.js developer 
provided by Brain Station, which soon grew to us taking on the full development of the 
app.
 
With a team of 30 developers, we delivered the Meed application in under 4 years. The 
Meed application solution has all banking features of  saving accounts, secured credit-
line, Meed Visa card, and full-on digital banking support.
 
With Meed we build an entire financial ecosystem from the ground up to help Meed 
cater to their clients in the best manner possible. In the app we linked credit, savings, and 
checking accounts under one system, and also built functionalities for both domestic and 
international transfer along with Meed specific functionalities.

The Cambridge Heartwear app  is an app of wearable heart monitoring devices that 
collects data like ECG and heart rate, temperature etc from the device realtime. The 
startup is from Cambridge, UK- where we have been assigned by its Bangladeshi-born 
founder.
 
We created a health data monitoring technology with real time data, cutting-edge artificial 
intelligence able to deliver immediate results. The app gathers real-time sensitive and 
specific data of the heart’s rhythm and streams it wirelessly to ‘the cloud’. This data is 
instantly diagnosed by Artificial Intelligence using powerful algorithms and fed back via 
app.
 
The Cambridge Heartwear application is designed to offload the burden of cardiology 
departments; sensitive and specific data is gathered and analysed in real-time without 
the need for specialist assessment.

#Node.js

#Django

#Ionic #MongoDB

#Angular#React Native #Postgres

#AI#ML
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AUTOMOTIVE

TEQ project came as an opportunity to us via Gture, our partner in Norway. Then we 
estimated the work volume and submitted our estimates. Then we started working on 
it. The TEQ project is a hub that brings the Norwegian bus transportation and renting 
services to the digital platform.
 
The TEQ project has been in development since 2016, with a team of 16 people. The goal 
is to create an intuitive fleet management solution for the customers of TEQ to be able 
to see their bus services, track their transportation, and even rent them through digital 
portals. 
 
The TEQ project is designed to bring the Norwegian bus services to the digital platform. 
With this, getting transportation services will become much easier for the residents and 
can access additional services through TEQ.

Toyota is a leading Japanese car manufacturer and one of the largest automotive 
enterprises in the world. Toyota required an AR powered digital car manual for their 
Middle East division, so that customers can view the details of their vehicles using the 
mobile app.
 
We have developed a digital owner’s manual by implementing an augmented reality 
solution powered by Unity. The users can point their camera at objects in the vehicle and 
the app will show details and features of the object in real time.
 
With the digital owner’s manual, Toyota has introduced a new level of interaction with 
their customer base. The app can pull up various information of  the vehicle and as well as 
showcase the latest offerings from the manufacturer.

Nissan is one of Japan’s top enterprises and a leading car manufacturer around the world. 
We at Brain Station were tasked to build an AR car customizer app for their Middle East 
division, to bring in a new level of engagement to the car buying process.
 
For Nissan we have developed an augmented reality mobile application  powered by 
Unity. Through this application, users can spec their Nissan model of choice to their 
liking. The whole vehicle is projected through the app in AR, bringing new depths of car 
customization for the brand.
 
The AR application has new levels of engagement for the customers of Nissan. Now 
users can customize and see how the vehicles will look in the real world through the AR 
application, and thus can spec their real life Nissan according to those specifications.

#Unity

#AWS #Django #Python

#Unity
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RETAIL

We had the opportunity to work with Nath from Spain, a clothing brand which designs and 
develops styles based on the latest fashion trends that suit the market needs by always 
following their own manufacturing. For them we developed an ERP system that facilitates 
automation across their various activities.
 
Nath needed a solution where they can manage all their sales, purchase, POS, E-commerce 
and other functions in a systematic way. Our Odoo powered ERP solution was the right 
tool to automate these activities, as a team of 8 ERP professionals of ours have been 
serving Nath since 2019.
 
With our ERP system, now Nath can record and manage data in one platform. Plus one of 
the biggest impacts of implementing ERP for Nath was the automation of  processes such 
as purchase and inventory management. All their sales are recorded in one platform, and 
being updated accordingly by the system itself along with restocking of inventory.

Tanin Group is a manufacturer and supplier of plastic molded furniture for different 
industries like the service industry, education industry, healthcare industry, etc. For Tanin, 
we developed a full-fledged ERP system to automate various processes.
 
To help Tanin with their business, we provided them a solution that combines different 
modules according to their exact need. Our HRMS module helps them to manage their 
human resources, whereas modules like sales, purchase and inventory were merged to 
eliminate the manual process of data entry and stock updates.
 
Now Tanin has a fully automated manufacturing system that is linked with their HR and 
Accounting departments through the Odoo powered ERP platform. Now the ERP platform 
acts as a centralized hub for Tanin’s manufacturing process, automatically recording sales 
and sending requisition orders.

OTOBI is one of the leading furniture retailers of Bangladesh, having modern 
manufacturing capacity, innovative designs & one of the largest distribution networks. 
Otobi needed a solution where they can manage all their HR functions in a systematic 
way.
 
We used Odoo to develop the ERP solution for them as we have the best developers 
working on this platform for a long time. After the implementation, users can generate 
all kinds of required reports and data with a few clicks, automating the whole HR process.
 
With our ERP implementation, now Otobi has a fully automated HR system. Now the HR 
manager has access to a platform that has all the necessary information of an employee- 
managing their payroll, promotion, expenses, bonuses, vacations, and so forth.

#Odoo

#Odoo

#Odoo

R
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EDUCATION

Student2Student (S2S) is a student-led volunteering initiative designed to ensure any 
student in Trinity can get information and support from another student. We developed 
an online for the initiative to facilitate their business,
 
We develop a web application for students to buy & sell used books. The application 
comes very handy for buying & selling as students need to just register for an account to 
do so. Students can register & post the books online defining contact methods.
 
This web application helped various students in the college get access to their required 
books without the hassle of dealing with any middle man. And thus gathering and 
exchanging books between the students have gotten easier thanks to Stundent2Student.
 

The Institute of Business Administration (IBA), University of Dhaka, is the pioneer in 
rendering business education in Bangladesh. It is also the leading business school in the 
country. Commitment to the highest educational standards distinguishes IBA among the 
educational institutes in Bangladesh.
 
During the first instances of the COVID-19 lockdown, it was apparent that IBA will be 
needing an LMS system for them to continue their classes. So we developed their LMS 
platform, powered by Moodle, so they have all the necessary tools to conduct their online 
classes and education from one platform.
 
One thing that has become very apparent with the COVID-19 pandemic is the dependency 
of online platforms to carry out day-to-day organizational tasks. With our Moodle 
powered LMS platform, now IBA has an effective educational platform to carry out their 
activities amidst circumstantial boundaries.

CrueSpace is an online training and job placement platform. The goal of the platform is to 
create job opportunities for its users through their LEARN, CREATE, EARN program. We 
were given the task of creating the LMS platform of Cruespace.
 
We developed CrueSpace’s LMS platform using Moodle LMS. With Moodle, we have built 
the LMS platform the way they needed it, with the right software integrated to it. As such 
learners can access online course materials and live workshops.
 
Our LMS solution for CrueSpace has created an intuitive learning space for professionals 
enrolled in the program of CrueSpace. Now learners can access remote learning and 
workspace, and participate in live sessions held by CrueSpace- having all their learning 
materials and progression under one comprehensive platform.

#Moodle

#MySQL #PHP

#Moodle
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ECOMMERCE

MyShopDistrict is an eCommerce store in Italy where local stores can sell their goods 
online. The project started from  nopStation, our eCommerce subsidiary partnered 
by nopcommerce. MyShopDistrict was able to source everything needed to get the 
eCommerce platform running from the nopStation site. 
 
Our team of eCommerce professionals of nopStation delivered the eCommerce solution 
under 7 months. We developed the website as well as the mobile app which helps them 
onboard vendors and customers to the same platform. The platform also has geo-tracking 
and OTP SMS functions.
 
MyShopDistrict has enabled local vendors and shopkeepers in Italy to conduct business 
throughout COVID-19. As state-wise lockdown was in effect in countries around the 
world, many businesses opted for moving to an eCommerce platform- bringing them to 
the new age of digitalization.

Apex is one of the most popular shoe retailer brands of Bangladesh. Previously their 
e-commerce site was built on the custom asp.net solution. They faced a lot of problems 
with the existing site like performance, inventory management, discount management, a 
payment module, shipping module, website graphic and many others.
 
Apex needed to migrate their website to nopCommerce. We start the migration from 
scratch based on nopCommerce 4.1. We integrate the POS system, New payment method 
(local vendor), new shipping method(local vendor), discount from the ERP, product price 
and quantity sync from the ERP and the most important is the performance of the site.

 The whole system is automated. Admin just had to add the picture of the product, except 
this, everything is automatic that means from the product sync to confirm order, order 
status update all are automatic. Now their e-commerce site is able to handle a huge 
customer base without any performance penalty.

Community Natural Foods is a Canadian supermarket providing natural and organic food 
at a great price. The supermarket is based out of Caligari and has a loyal following of 
customers who prefer alternatives to artificially enhanced food products. As they had no 
online presence, we were tasked to create an eCommerce web platform for them.
 
Our eCommerce team developed their website which helped them to create a loyal 
customer base for their products. Now they can serve a huge number of customers at a 
time and also can on-board 35% more clients than before. 
 
With our eCommerce solution, Community Natural Foods now have an established online 
presence where they can engage and cater to their customers in the digital medium. The 
eCommerce web solution has generated over 15% higher conversion rate for Community 
Natural Foods as of late.

#nopCommerce

#nopCommerce

#nopCommerce
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SOFTWARE/ITES

We have been recruited for this project through our Norwegian partner, Gture. 
Webcruiter is a professional recruitment portal for Norwegian businesses, where CVs of 
professionals are circulated to the best matching job vacancy or recruitment.
 
The .NET based project was completed in around 4 years, by a team of 4 developers. The 
solution was developed for either businesses or professionals to create profiles to upload 
and go through CVs and recruitment processes online.
 
We developed such a web application through which over 65,000 users from 50+ 
countries connected to WebCruiter. The language-independent online recruitment 
application meets the needs for process support, provides quality assurance and makes 
the customers’ working day simpler and more efficient.

IOTIX deals with a cloud-based IoT platform that offers real-time data collection and 
analytics from sensors. This project has come to us from Gture, our partner in Norway. We 
were tasked to make their solution scalable, maintainable to develop future functionalities 
and to ensure stable growth.
 
The IOTIX project has been running since 2020, with 2 IoT experts at the helm. We are 
providing services for development, DevOps and maintenance of the IOTIX realview 
platform; also building an interface that displays all the data collected.
 
Our IoT solution has enabled IOTIX to utilize their sensors in order to record data for 
their clients, and present them in a meaningful way. The intuitive dashboard we developed 
displays all the data recorded and historical logs for the clients of IOTIX.

SoftwareOne is an IT service provider from Switzerland, helps customers optimize all 
aspects of their software portfolio, leveraging the extensive technical and commercial 
expertise and strong knowledge of and relationships with all main software publishers.
 
To maintain such an amount of account track they were in need of an enterprise solution 
which we provided them according to their requirements. We developed a small Enterprise 
solution for SoftwareONE which has Employee Time Tracker, HRM, PMS and CRM in it. 
 
With that, the Swiss enterprise now has an internal tracking system for activities, 
employees, and accounting- automating miscellaneous activities for the company and 
generating automated reports and tracking with just a few clicks.

#Odoo

#.NET

#IoT
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REALESTATE

AreasInteractive is a Canada based team devoted to the real estate marketplace for over 
25 years. They have a marketplace named CondoNow. We developed CondoNow to bring 
condo shopping to the digital platform. Also they are our first customer & we started 
working with them since 2006 & still serving happily.

Slow and complex condo shopping was a huge problem to scale their business. We helped 
them by developing an online marketplace which helped them to reach more customers 
in one place. The whole project was done in the .NET environment.
 
We developed such a marketplace for Canadian real-estate groups with which buyers & 
investors can get info of over 3000 real-estate agents. Buying and selling condos thus 
have become fast and easy for developers, agents, buyers and sellers together.

Pbazaar is one of the renowned real estate agencies in BangladeshOur project with 
Pbazaar came from Pbazaar themselves, with the aim of being the first real estate 
company in Bangladesh to adopt reality technologies. 
 
The whole augmented reality solution for Pbazaar was delivered in 3 months by 3 reality 
technologies experts. The AR application was designed for the clients and potential leads 
of Pbazaar to customize their apartments from their smartphones.
 
With our AR mobile application, Pbazaar had brought in a new avenue of engagement in 
the real estate industry of Bangladesh. Now their audience can customize their apartments 
and interiors from the phones and Pbazaar has been able to cultivate the engagement to 
clients from potential customers.

CO-Well is one of the top IT service providers situated in Japan. Through our Japanese 
partners, we received the project from CO-WELL, where the company wished to create 
an AR mobile app for the real estate industry.
 
The project was completed in 3 months by 5 of our reality technologies experts. CO-
WELL’s AR solution is based on our Reality 23 solution, a mobile application that lets 
users customers their apartment designs and interiors.

With our AR solution, now CO-WELL has a ready-made application they can offer to real 
estate companies in Japan. The AR solution helps users to customize  apartments and 
building interiors, helping real estate companies capitalize on the engagement.

#.NET

#Unity

#Unity
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TELECOM

Telenor is the world’s leading telecom company. Based in Norway, the company is currently 
operating across Scandinavia and Asia with 22,000 employees- catering to 172 million 
customers. We provided a solution to sell licenses for Microsoft products like Office 365.

We developed Reseller based web API & Client services to contract with Microsoft to sell 
licenses for Office 365. This solution tracks subscription to the products, giving application 
insights and activity logs, and application events using cloud computing solutions. 
 
The team started working for Telenor Cloud Services and has delivered the project within 
the shortest possible time. With a very high performing service record with Telenor Cloud 
Service Team. The team supported Telenor Cloud Service to grow their business even 
bigger & better with time.

Banglalink is one of the pioneer Telecom server operators in Bangladesh serving the 
nation from early 2005 to till now. To align with the Government of Bangladesh “Digital 
Bangladesh” Banglalink played a vital role that aims to enable its customers to get the 
best out of the digital future.
 
We have built Banglalink MyBL App and Website. With this MyBL App, essential services 
like checking  balance, dues, usage history, latest offers and much more are now available 
at the palm of the customer’s hand. This app is designed to accommodate over 150 million 
users, as such we prioritized a user-friendly experience when accessing any services 
through the app.
 
The MyBL App and website is built with a new user-friendly interface. With a more 
organized new interface, customers can easily find all the offers and services at one place. 
Thus helping Banglalink cater a satisfactory customer experience for their users.

One of the UK’s top telecom service providers is British Telecom, or BT. This project 
tasked us to develop a customer facing web portal which handles BT’s integral business 
activities and handle the customers from the UK and Ireland
 
For BT we developed a customer facing website and portal. The application receives huge 
orders each year and we helped BT to process their whole order journey; using AEM for 
the large enterprise sector. We helped BT Group with the infrastructure and development 
support.
 
Now each year the website portal brings in over 50 million pounds worth of revenue for 
British Telecom for their products and services. And we have streamlined their whole 
order process journey to make it convenient for customers, and also for British Telecom 
to keep track of their database.

#AEM

#.NET

#Swift #PHP #React
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BIOTECH & PHARMA

This pharmaceutical enterprise is a top American pharmaceutical enterprise and a 
Fortune 100 company. So it was very prestigious for us that we were able to work with an 
enterprise of such caliber who came through our German sister company, Brain Station 
51.
 
The project for the pharmaceutical started with only 4 people in 2018, which soon grew 
into a team of 30 as the company grew very satisfied with our services and opted for many 
of our solutions. With our AEM CMS services, the company also enlisted us to build their 
LMS platform for healthcare professionals.
 
Customer facing websites and portals with AEM have helped the pharmaceutical enterprise 
to cater individually to millions of their users. Already 6 live  sites and portals are existing- 
the solution helped to automatically update sites and portals of the pharmaceutical 
company without any manual updates. All these in turn help the pharmaceutical company 
to showcase their work faster and seamlessly to win more business.

This pharmaceutical is a clinical-stage biotechnology company specialized in the discovery 
and development of small molecule medicines with novel modes of action from Europe. 
Their project came to us through our German counterpart, Brain Station 51, where we 
went through vigorous Q&A and presentation sessions. 
 
With a team of 35 professionals we set out to work on building the pharmaceutical’s CMS 
system in 2020. The AEM powered CMS system is designed for the commercialization 
market in five new European countries with another pharmaceutical company. Two 
different therapeutic areas for commercialization and related countries Germany and UK 
will switch between the two pharmaceuticals.

We developed responsive websites & portals which are relevant, up-to-date and with 
which this global pharmaceutical player is showcasing their works. As the company 
has expanded to five new countries, the CMS portals play a crucial role in showing the 
country-wise contents of different therapeutic avenues.

#AEM

#AEM

Scoreboard For Life is a solution for Union Village- an  USA-based health service provider 
company to help the senior citizens of the USA. It’s the first integrated health village 
native mobile app in the United States that we are proud to have developed.
 
The Scoreboard For Life solution consists of a customer facing website and user 
friendly cross platform mobile app with unique custom features. The application has 
been developed on AWS cloud platform to streamline development and host the app in 
a flexible platform. The app is designed for users to keep track of their medication and 
fitness activities, and also get in touch with their caretakers.

With Scoreboard For Life, the elderly now can take care of themselves by following 
the numerous activities given to maintain their physical health. Also this app is a quick 
platform for the elderly to get in touch with their healthcare professionals or caretakers 
to further assist them and maintain their physical needs.

#AWS#Cross-Platform
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